Workgroup 4: Willie Janeway
Adirondack response to climate change
Vision Excerpts
By increasing the use of biomass from private forests, we reinforce the self-reliance that has traditionally been part of
this region’s character, lowering our use of fossil fuels.
We manage the forest using science-based stewardship that helps to protect it against threats of climate change and
invasive species.
Over the next 25 years, we adapt our lifestyles and our hamlet and village architectures to the new realities of a
warming planet and an aging population.
Our core vision is of interdependent yet self-reliant communities that:


Significantly reduce fossil fuel use through:
o Greater attention to energy efficiency and
o Conversion to diverse distributed renewable energy sources and a smart grid:
 Biomass for heating, sourced from private forest in sustainable volumes
 Solar, wind and geothermal in community and individual settings
 Synfuels created from woody biomass and agricultural waste
 More use of electric vehicles charged with “green” power
 Hydro from refurbished dams throughout the Park
o Human muscle power in the form of biking and walking on improved and safer inter-hamlet bikeways
and trails
o More use of shared transportation systems (Regional busses, local delivery services, rail)

The next twenty five years will be a period of painful change in global and American society. An aging population,
accelerating climate change, environmental disasters -- the list goes on. Our response is to protect our Adirondack
resources; the value of the Park’s ecosystem services (clean air, clean water, and open space) inexorably rises for both
humans and the environment.
Over more than 125 years, the Adirondack Park has become the largest and most important of the US Northern Forests.
Its ecological diversity and large forested areas play a major role in the tracking and scientific understanding of the
effects of climate change. Our strong research community gives us new information to protect the forest and inform
policy. Adapting to climate change brings hard choices with regard to the Forest Preserve, including ways to
expeditiously control damaging invasive species. We have better science and more options now to keep the Park’s forest
lands and waters more resilient and resistant to nuisance species, while also providing welcoming habitat for desirable
southern species moving northward.

Events
#78 Regional Growing Season Extended Significantly
#105 Changes in Species in the Park Begin to Show
#107 Climate Change Makes It More Attractive to Live In the Park
#106 Climate Change Refugees Moving into Region
#37 Climate Science Skepticism Fades
#104 Regular Severe Weather Events Stress The Park
#103 Three No Snow Winters in a Row Close Many Businesses
#94 Carbon Sequestering Payments Flow to Forest Landowners
#93 Forest Preserve Valuation Methods Updated

